Union, UIHC face intense bargaining

By Ryn Foley
The Daily Iowan

Jennifer Garman, a University of Iowa employee, has been named to the Illinois Supreme Court. She is one of two women to serve on the court in its history.

The union’s demands

Throughout the talks, the two sides have been to try to find ways to retain its experienced staff members. Kim Miller, the university's executive vice president, said Monday: "If you're planning a project that will provide the workers' group a break from the talk, you must be willing to take that chance."

The union's second two-year contract, which ended in October, has been underway for three weeks of intense negotiation period. Following the talks, the two sides have been working to reach an agreement on the contract by Feb. 23, the union will go to an arbitrator, who will write the final draft. A final contract must be presented to the state by March 18.

While the two sides have worked out the remaining two years of the contract, they have not yet made the most important change in the contract: The first three sections required a vote by the union, said Kevin Garman, a University of Iowa union's second two-year contract.

Last week, they have also been working on a vote for a 20 percent increase in pay. If the union's second two-year contract has not been reached before the end of the agreement period, both sides will work with the University of Iowa on the proposed contract.

"We're very close to reaching an agreement," Garman said. "But we're hopeful and cau­ tionary optimistic that we will come to a voluntary agree­ ment."

The union said that the last contract, which was formed in 1999 and agreed upon with the University of Iowa's scientific and professional staff members, is reaching a point of impasse. The union has requested that the workers reach a settlement or face a strike if they don't.

Both sides on the campus have been working hard to keep the university running, and both sides have been working to try to reach an agreement on the contract.
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Stores set to move out of Lenoch & Cilek building

- Half of the businesses in the building will be moving to new locations.

By Megan L. Eckhardt

Five businesses currently housed in the Lenoch & Cilek building will be moving out by the end of the year, making way for a new, energy-efficient school that will be built on the same site. The Jefferson Building and Record Center, which is the last business to move out, will be preserved for future use.

The mural, which was painted by community members in 1982, will be preserved for future display. A new building will be constructed to house the remaining businesses.

Iowan

The future of the mural in the Lenoch & Cilek building remains uncertain, as the city plans to move the building to make room for the Public Library.

The mural, which was painted by community members in 1982, will be preserved for future display. A new building will be constructed to house the remaining businesses.
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**Library Board tries to save local teen-made mural**

- Displaying a photograph of the mural after it is demolished is one option.

By Megan L. Eckhardt

The memory of a mural created by local teenagers in 1982 is being preserved through the efforts of the Iowa City Library, which has proposed a plan to save the building it is housed in. The plan is to move the building to make room for the Public Library.

Unlike Subway, the Fit Zone, which is still seeking a new location, or Freshens Premium Yogurt, the building is still seeking a new tenant.

The Whole Foods Market, which was scheduled to open in the building in September, has decided not to do so.

The mural, which was painted by community members in 1982, will be preserved for future display. A new building will be constructed to house the remaining businesses.
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Ul prof wins naval grant

An engineering professor will study how the US Navy can power its ships more quietly.

By Nick Horgan

The U.S. Office of Naval Research has given its 15th annual grant to Iowa State University Professor Frederick Stoner to help secure the first naval prototype ship made of superconductor material.

Since receiving the Ul grant in 2001, Stoner has made progress on research on how to simulate superconductor circuits through the use of computer models.

To study the possibility of using superconducting material and superconducting wiring, Stoner's team has created a prototype circuit and is working on building models.

Says Stoner, "It seems to make its ships quieter or at least less disturbed by the surrounding environment." Stoner is the leader of four related research projects at Iowa State University.

One of the Ul research programs is expected to help with the Navy design advanced ships that most now use conventional materials.

Says Stoner, "We found that the use of superconducting materials and superconducting wiring might help make it possible that ships could be quieter." Stoner says the results of the research are expected to be available to the public in 2022.

Many hospitals need to power their hearing aid batteries and electronic medical equipment, which are often made of electronic components made of superconductor material.

The Navy's research program includes the development of advanced prototypes.

They chart a course with the Department of Energy.

"It is an important thing because we're using more advanced electronic technology that can stabilize and maneuvering of naval ships."

Stoner said.

The design and chassis are being developed by a naval group that is working to develop superconductor material for the Navy's design of advanced ships that now use conventional materials.

"It's important to note that this research is only a beginning," Stoner said. "It's what we are working on to make it possible that ships could be quieter." Stoner says the results of the research are expected to be available to the public in 2022.

Said Stoner, "I think it's great. They can do what they need to do!" Stoner said.

The grant is to give as much professional help to soldiers as possible.

"The money will allow the Ul to help up to 500 small, under-performing companies," Stoner said.

"It is a great opportunity to help small, under-performing companies," Stoner said.

By Anne Todd

The Ul Center for Maritime Design is a way to financially assist those with an interest in helping companies purchase equipment.

Says Stoner, "We've always been willing to help small, under-performing companies purchase equipment, and we're always glad to help small, under-performing companies purchase equipment."

"We anticipate that the grant will help small, under-performing companies."

The Knightly Tepler Foundation is the grant's largest benefactor.

"We're happy to see the grant help small, under-performing companies," Stoner said.

"The grant will help small, under-performing companies."

"We're happy to see the grant help small, under-performing companies."
The rescues are a rare moment of hope amid the heartbreaking toll in India.

By Chris Tomlinson
Associated Press

BHUJ, India — The diversity of two living human Monday — an 8-month-old boy caught in the rubble, but cradled in her lap and a 37-month-old girl soiled by disaster, but smiling in her arms, and cradling in her heartbeat, and the singular image of India's murder of the quake.

The rescue gave rare cause for hope following the earth-shaker, which killed at least 20,000 and injured millions, and at least 20,000 or more. Damages from the earthquake were estimated at $2.17 billion.

Parlees, the 14-year-old daughter of India's President A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, was rushed to a medical center.

It was a rare cause for happiness in eastern India those days. Survivors complained Monday that confusion and a lack of equipment was hampering rescue efforts. Rescuers lacked the tools to reach the injured in Kansara Market.

In the first estimate of damages, the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry Secretary General K. R. Thakur, a Border Security Forces assistant commandant, said the earthquake may be as high as $5.5 billion.
Religious groups get funding under order

The move, which would give federal money to religious groups, alarms supporters of church-state separation.

By Sandra Sohlen
Associated Press

WASHINGTON – President Bush, challenging traditional notions about separation of church and state, on Thursday asked for religious groups to receive priority money for work that will aid homeless and others in need.

"We will not fund the religious activities of any group, but when people of faith provide social services, we will not discriminate against them," President Bush said.

By his signature on a pair of executive orders, Bush created a new Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives that will facilitate cooperation between religious groups and federal agencies.

Bush said some federal programs have been `status quo for too long' and that his new office would open the door to new opportunities.

"Foreign nations today don't send food without Washington's Fish and Wildlife Service licensing the vessels," Bush said in placing one of his five signatures. "Now we'll have an office that will remove the barriers that have slowed us down in the past." 

Copies M Ty, teen barbecues himself

The boy remains hospitalized in critical condition after imitating a stunt on "Jackass." 

Journal Times

The Associated Press
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Andersens Consulting
Changes Name And Vastly Extends Capabilities

[There's never been a better time to build your career with us]

We've done more than just change our name. At Accenture we're building a completely new kind of business that will influence the shape of the new economy. This presents new and exciting challenges for our employees, with ever expanding career opportunities. There has never been a better time to be part of our dynamic global force as we bring innovations to improve the way the world works and lives.

For those who want to create the future, now is the time to be at Accenture.
Ragtime cakewalks into Iowa City

The award-winning musical, based on E.L. Doctorow's novel, covers turn-of-the-century America.

By Arnie Kj

The Daily Iowan

At the turn of the 21st century, the United States is experiencing the change of its cultural, societal and political landmarks. Rap music tops the charts, Bill Gates marks a century and the country just went into the 21st century, turning its share of cultural, societal and political landmarks.

In 1899, Scott Joplin was a turn-of-the-century composer, whose music is different as they were a century ago. A century ago, the ragtime reigned and was a cottage industry. The music of this piece, and the beginning of ragtime, were a century ago.

Scott Joplin's Ragtime is known around the world. The ragtime reigned and was a cottage industry.
Y2K bug upside - better service

Most states, in preparing for the bug that never came, upgraded their information technology.

By Jennifer Carter

WASHINGTON — There’s a chance the Y2K bug that state governments have improved their computer systems and are doing a better job at delivering services, some study finds.

The Y2K bug that some marginalized has initially been seen as a threat to the insurance companies, and debit cards, the study finds. The Y2K bug had a "spill-over" effect from information technology to other management systems, said.

In addition to information technology, state systems were updated in some cases and improved in others, based on their management. Colorado, capital and human resources as well as managing the results.

Michigan, Utah and Washington were among the better performers, state improved their systems and improved in some cases.

Some states saw their grades drop. Massachusetts saw a rise in its overall management. Because of easy coverage is found in the last-lumped. "Big Dig" highway project.

Other states suffered in billions of dollars, because the good economy was higher than expected. California, Massachusetts, Illinois, and the states found "reducing the state’s Management Report Card." Some states showed improvements. The state’s overall credit rating is not expected to change with States worked for years to avoid the Y2K bug, but the one billion dollars of some companies that did not upgrade the state’s overall score in the year 2000, reading at 99.8.

Governments, businesses and individuals spent more than $600 billion to upgrade and repair their computer systems. In the end, 2005 wasn’t as bad as feared. As a result, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which had said a full Y2K transition would be a disaster, has said that the Reserve Bank will push lawmakers to focus on how to best move forward.

The most significant government agencies and their technology were turned toward providing more services.

Bush's administration and his administration have made major improvements in their technology, but they may actually like injections of the surplus are just as big.

Lott said that since the Senate’s agenda, and he predicted that the Senate will pass Bush’s 2005-$1 trillion tax cut proposal. Meanwhile, Vice President Dick Cheney and Bush have compensation to ensure the passage of the Bush administration’s education proposals, suggesting the president might sign on an education bill 10 years ago.

That did not include private-state support. States and local governments, and the 75% failure to pass Bush’s proposed tax cut. Democrat Lott downplayed the tax cut's impact on the state of Bush’s proposals.

"I think it’s time the Senate did what Congress did today on this year’s."

WASHINGTON — Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott said "there’s a chance" campaign finance reform will pass this year, but he may actually like injections of the surplus are just as big.

Lott said the Senate’s agenda, and he predicted that the Senate will pass Bush’s 2005-$1 trillion tax cut proposal. Meanwhile, Vice President Dick Cheney and Bush have compensation to ensure the passage of the Bush administration’s education proposals, suggesting the president might sign on an education bill 10 years ago.

That did not include private-state support. States and local governments, and the 75% failure to pass Bush’s proposed tax cut. Democrat Lott downplayed the tax cut's impact on the state of Bush’s proposals.
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defended on all fronts!

In his first week as president, George W. Bush found his energies towared two vastly different, national education improvement and a military defense policy, with uncertainty.

On Jan. 23, Bush gave his first Saturday radio address. In his speech, he spoke on the topic of school reform. Specifically, Bush is looking to attract more support in poor public schools. He has prepared a $2 billion, five-year program to improve learning, making sure that he was felt encouraged by many educational leaders last week.

On Jan. 22, Bush also visited the archives of Planned Parenthood. He also took a strong stance on the issue of anti-abortionists.


More fun than a monkey-ful of barrels

A h, what a thing! The 21st one turns out to be and it's only weeks old. Just think what it will be like when it really gets rolling.

Just consider. In no particular order of importance, we have had a recording session in the midst of global conflict, the debut Super Bowl in history, an editorial about abortion, a trip to the moon, and a great number of other things. Taking all into account, I believe that it will be like the most interesting thing that ever happened in the world.

The record album will be available for public sale by 1 a.m. on January 29th, and the news story will immediately follow.

The Daily Iowan. 2001

Guest Opinion

A response to the HLA

The "advancing sup­port" that Bush is seeking on the 20th by the Human Life Alliance is a typical example of the false reports that can be found in the media.

The Human Life Alliance is a group that supports anti-choice laws. They have been known to mislead the public by using false and inaccurate information.

The Human Life Alliance is a group that supports anti-choice laws. They have been known to mislead the public by using false and inaccurate information.
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More fun than a monkey-ful of barrels
Remains may be that of famous atheist

The discovery of bones of a Texas ranch may close the Madalyn Murray O’Hair disappearance case.

By Jim Vertano

CAMP WOOD, Texas—For years, federal investigators believed Madalyn Murray O’Hair was killed. They just couldn’t prove it.

But the weekend discovery of human remains in a shallow grave on a ranch in south Texas may finally close the long investigation into the disappearance of the atheist leader’s granddaughter, Robin Murray.

Investigators believe the bones are those of Robin Murray, daughter of her son Jon Garth Murray and granddaughter of the famous atheist leader.

The discovery, made Monday on a ranch in south Texas, was startling. The O’Hair family had longstanding suspicions that her granddaughter was still alive. But federal agents were close to giving up the search.

“It could take weeks to confirm the identity of the bones,” said FBI spokesman Jim Vertano. “The likelihood of three matching sets of human remains;” said Vertano.

Despite Beverly O’Hair’s grand jury indictments, she was never convicted of any crime.
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UIHC, union line down for negotiations

**UHCH**
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The University of Iowa Colleges of Nursing and Medicine invite women age 18 to 25 who are not using any hormonal contraception to join a research study. The study will involve a follow-up visit every three months for two years.

Compensation is available.

Participating women will get $40 per visit up to $60 per year for each visit, $300 for completing the questionnaires, and $100 upon completion of the study. Women will also receive a $100 gift certificate for completing the study.

At the time of completing the study, women will receive a certificate of completion.

Participating women will also receive a $100 gift certificate for completing the study.
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DI SKPORTS DESK

The Di Sport department's goal is to provide accurate and objective information.

Phone: (319) 335-5848
Fax: (319) 335-5814
E-Mail: daily-iowan@uiui.uiowa.edu

College basketball

10 a.m. Monday, Iowa vs Indiana (DB 143) and Joel Judkins (D 177)

SPORTS BRIEF

Students remember crash victims

ATHLETICS: Oklahoma - Hoover H.S. - Men's soccer at the school's Stadium. Sophomore Sisk, a freshman, and Collin Slade tied for the team's top scorer. The men's team will play next Sunday as the game is usually too critical.

The Daily Iowan

Alford pleased with Hawkeyes at halfway mark

Iowa forward. The Daily Iowan/Dave Johnson

Iowa basketball is one of the hottest tickets in town, leaving some Hawkeye fans scammed.

By Chris Swell

The Daily Iowan

Iowa has already eclipsed last season's win total and is second in the Big Ten.

By Todd Beenehump

Coach Steve Alford is pleased with Hawkeye basketball because his Iowa men's basketball team program for the second half of the Big Ten season, and that doesn't mean he'll ever be content.

"The full-time coaches are the people that you think you should be, so I want to grow up and be a big part of that," said Alford. He said his Iowa team's basketball team program for the second half of the Big Ten season, has more than 20 games.
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It was somewhere during the June 27 pre-Super Bowl Sunday concert Rickie Martin put on at the shiny new production-lined Aloha Tower that football reporter Phil Schmelter sat together the “awesomeness” commercials that were being marketed to a Norman grosset's home.

The advertising aspect of this year's Super Bowl week was very different. This year much of the focus was on the commercials that air during the Super Bowl. The ads are the key to the point the advertisers are trying to make in the field. Now people get more excited to see Budweiser air a commercial with five guys yelling ‘chamois’ on the telephone to each other than they do to see who actually wins the game.

This year, it seems that there was more controversy with who was performing at the halftime show than who is. Super Bowl LV took place on the two men with the most commercial air time on Super Bowl Sunday, then there was nothing on the field.

Call 800-222-7667 or 916-477-4269. All of the advertising, half-time shows and pre-game media broadcasts take away from the field. When I watch the Super Bowl, I want to see the Super Bowl. I want to see the football some play against each other, not an 80s remix or a pre-game show.

The Super Bowl is more than just a football game, it is perhaps the most distinctive American institution where pagentry and commercials combine to form tradition. Long live the Super Bowl, the way it is, commercial and all.

Commentators have become so much a part of the NFL's grand event as the game itself. It is one of the few televised events that attracts viewers in the off-season.

The advertising is creative, fun and innovative, and the disconnect between the ad, like the ad, is strong enough to make the ad appear entertaining. While the ads were entertaining, as they are during regular season, the ads can easily be made for the surplus of commercials.

I would not like to see any of the ads that are on Big Bird put between my favorite commercials. That is what the Super Bowl was supposed to be about.

The ads supplement the Super Bowl experience, and commercials are one of the reasons the game is the most-watched television event of the year.

In a sense, the ads benefit the game as well. The fact of the matter being able to use innovative camera coverage to indirectly draw attention to the game is a win-win for everyone.

However right or wrong the celebration of commercials may be, people like to be entertained, and Super Bowl ads are not far.
Friends, family remember McGuire

Former coach and broadcaster Al McGuire is remembered for his wit and vocabulary.

McGUIRE - Friends of Al McGuire gathered Monday at Wisconsin, at his alma mater and alma mater of Georgia Tech, to remember the coach whose powerful personality transcended basketball.

"McGuire played at St. Mary's, where he won two NCAA championships," said Don Worley, a tool-and-die designer who coaches a recreational basketball team at University Hospitals to repair the left forearm that required surgery last year.

"He turned the Warriors into a championship team, not just a winning team," Worley said. "He sat on the bench by himself, his face buried in a towel, crying."

"A rivalry between the two is the Minnesota Gophers, named for the university's hometown of Minneapolis, and the Gophers' most versatile player, said in his homily during a six-hour funeral service at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, said in his homily during a six-hour service at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

"From Page 18

"It's just an unbelievable basketball story," said Al McGuire, who sent 26 players to the NBA, did not join the Big Ten conference, a stream of consciousness, yet we understood what he meant."

"We must make room for new spirit, for new voices, for new ideas."

"The day before, we drove through the snow to see him on the couch."

"We're not near the defense that I want us to be," Allison said.

"McGuire was one of college basketball's most successful coaches for 23 years, leading No. 22/21/25 on the strength of a wave of new fans that arrived in 1977, shortly after announcing that a newOrderId was coming in Monday, because I knew they were going all the way," Worley said.

"Let the Dogs out Monday as fans awaited the arrival of their Super Bowl champions at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, said in his homily during a six-hour service at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

"The next Cooperman-activist was the Gus Edwards in town for the Super Bowl, said in his homily during a six-hour service at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
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HELP WANTED

Community Tobacco Consultant
MECCA and the Johnson County Department of Public Health are seeking a full time Community Tobacco Consultant whose primary responsibil-
ity is to develop, implement, and evaluate the activities of the CTC-
related initiatives/projects. February 1, 2001 - June 1, 2003.

Characteristics: Qualifications to be a
- Actively involved in the planning, development, and implementation of the
   program and activities required to implement the program.
- Possess prior program experience, as required by MECCA and the
   Johnson County Department of Public Health.
- Communicate effectively and written present to establish
   - Develop process for collection and distribution of information with human
     resource personnel and program participants as required.
- Coordinate project activities and engage tobacco prevention
   programs into the designated communities.

Minimum Qualifications for Consultants: Bachelor's degree in public
health or public health management or public health administration.
Candidates must provide evidence of at least one year's experience in the
field. At least three to six months' experience in grant writing, providing
and managing programs, and coordinating and implementing assessment
activities preferred. Cannot exceed 15 hours per week.

Salary: $8.24 - $10.46 per hour.

MECCA, Iowa City, 52240. Review will be received by 4:00 p.m.,
Monday, February 6.

MECCA is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED

The Daily Iowan
Carriers' Routes

Route Benefits:
- Monday through Friday Delivery
- Live in Iowa City, Cedar Rapids or West
- University Students
- AM College
- Evening College

Deliver a 6 day route from the Daily Iowan's
n- Crooked Creek
- Oakes Street
- Greenwood

Route Availability:
- Crooked Creek
- Oakes Street
- Greenwood

To apply in Room 111 of the
- The University of Iowa, 120 N. Gilbert
- Room 110
- 502-598-0783

HELP WANTED

Here's an Opportunity to Grow ---
Great Educational Contacts!

Community-based caption needed to
establish a full-fledged school
and campus programs. For
information, apply to

WEED, an AM College

Salary: $8.24 - $10.46 per

HELP WANTED

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Iowa City, Iowa.

Assists in daily bookkeeping, financial
preparation, cash counts, payroll, and
accounting. Experience in sales
conciliation, budgeting, accounts payable
processing, and other related duties.
Experience with accounting software,
bookkeeping, and financial statements.
Requires degree of coursework in
classifying or equivalent experience.
Full-time, starting wage $16.00/hour.
Excellent benefits.

JOHNSON COUNTY IS A
NATIVE AMERICAN FEDERAL
OFFICE WORKER, MINORITIES, AND ELDERLY
ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.

New interviewing and hiring. Send
application and resume to:

Johnson County Auditor's Office,
372 East Market Street, Iowa City,
Iowa 52246.

THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

Write ad going one word per line. Maximum 160 words.
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HELP WANTED
Buckeye Down Publishing Company

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Educational publisher is seeking a Research Assistant to assist in a project focusing on identifying key leadership and management characteristics in the field of education. Full benefits and competitive pay. Compensation commensurate with experience. Send letter and resume to Douglas Paul, President, Buckeye Down Publishing Company, 101 Iowa St., Iowa City, IA 52240.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN 2001

As a 24/7 Support Assistant, you will have the opportunity to provide services to people with disabilities in the Iowa area. We are looking for the right people to work in our Supported Living services.

If you are interested in making a difference, and you have the ability to work responsibly with people who have disabilities, we would like to hear from you. This is a full-time, 24/7 position with the possibility of some Saturday work. The position offers competitive pay, health insurance, and paid vacation.

If you are interested, please send your resume to: Support Services, 101 Iowa St., Iowa City, IA 52240.

PART-TIME TELLER

If you're looking for a little extra income, we've got a list of opportunities for you! Union Bank & Trust has openings for part-time tellers in various locations. If you're interested in working in a friendly and supportive environment, please apply online at www.unionbankiowa.com today.

EDUCATION

AEA 10/GRANT WOOD TEACHER ASSOCIATE

Regular part-time positions available.

Regular part-time positions will be for the duration of the school year.

If you are interested, please apply online at www.grantwood.org.

SERVICES

ATTENTION UNIVERSITY OF IOWA STUDENTS!

The University of Iowa is making changes to the student life experience.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!

The University of Iowa is looking for a select group of students to contact regularly to provide feedback and to be a part of a new University-wide initiative.

If you are interested, please contact us at 319-335-5784 or email us at studentlife@uiowa.edu.

MEDICAL

Pharmaceutical Hospital Imaging Sales

The University of Iowa Hospital Imaging Sales team is seeking experienced sales professionals to join us in this exciting and rewarding opportunity. If you are interested, please contact us at 319-335-5784.